Organ segmentation with level sets using local shape and appearance priors.
Organ segmentation is a challenging problem on which recent progress has been made by incorporation of local image statistics that model the heterogeneity of structures outside of an organ of interest. However, most of these methods rely on landmark based segmentation, which has certain drawbacks. We propose to perform organ segmentation with a novel level set algorithm that incorporates local statistics via a highly efficient point tracking mechanism. Specifically, we compile statistics on these tracked points to allow for a local intensity profile outside of the contour and to allow for a local surface area penalty, which allows us to capture fine detail where it is expected. The local intensity and curvature models are learned through landmarks automatically embedded on the surface of the training shapes. We use Parzen windows to model the internal organ intensities as one distribution since this is sufficient for most organs. In addition, since the method is based on level sets, we are able to naturally take advantage of recent work on global shape regularization. We show state-of-the-art results on the challenging problems of liver and kidney segmentation.